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On the road to the national championship . . .
Bruce Ely/Kaimin
LIN E B A C K E R  J A S O N  Crebo shares a victorious m om en t w ith  sa fety  R yan  P a lm a  d u r in g  M o n tana’s  63-7 drubb ing  o f  Eastern  
W ashington. The w in  gave UM  the B ig  S k y  Conference title a s  w ell as a n  autom atic  berth in to  the D ivision I-A A  playoffs.
Body found on trail identified
Campaign 
practices 
d ra w  fire
Sonja  Lee 
of the Kaimin
A UM student is complaining that a 
winning campaign for last week’s local 
election used dirty politics.
Mike Kiedrowski, a sophomore in 
political science and campaign man­
ager for Pari LeCoure, who ran in the 
Ward 1 race, has written a letter to 
the commissioner of political practices 
in Helena asking for an investigation 
of the campaign.
Kiedrowski said Peter Talbot, a co­
coordinator of the New Party in 
Missoula and campaign manager for 
newly-elected city council member 
Lois Herbig, left a message on his 
answering machine on election day.
Kiedrowski said Talbot solicited 
votes which, on election day, is a mis­
demeanor under Montana state code.
During the message Talbot identi­
fied himself as "calling from the Lois 
Herbig for council and Open Space 
campaigns” and reminded Kiedrowski 
and his roommate to vote. Kiedrowski 
also said that during the message, 
Talbot said there are a “couple of tight 
races so every vote counts. Thanks for 
your support.”
Ed Argenbright, commissioner of 
political practices, said he has 
received the complaint but has not yet 
listened to a copy of the message.
Talbot said the calls he made were 
legitimate because although he identi­
fied himself and who he represented, 
he didn’t suggest who to vote for. And, 
he said, an official from the open 
space campaign checked with 
Argenbright before the phone calls 
were made. Talbot said that the cam­
paigners placed about 400 phone calls.
“To sum up my reaction, we fol­
lowed the guidelines from Helena,” he 
said.
Kiedrowski said he is not writing 
the letter with the intention of bring­
ing about a special election. Instead, 
he said, people should know what 
New Party politics mean.
“Their existence and political ideol­
ogy is corrupt in itself,” Kiedrowski 
said. “They claim to be a reasonable 
solution to the two-party system, but 
in reality they are a militant political 
action committee that is further left 
than the Socialist Party.”
LeCoure, who was defeated by 
Herbig, said that even if a special 
election results from the allegations, 
she would not participate.
“Mike isn’t doing this for me,” she 
said. “This is for his commitment to 
see changes in the political structure.” 
The complaint may warrant an 
investigation, Argenbright said, and if 
sufficient evidence is found to support 
the allegation, the case will be 
referred to the city attorney.
Reminding citizens to vote on elec­
tion day is not a violation of Montana 
campaign laws, Argenbright said, but 
a person convicted of soliciting votes 
on election day can face up to six 
months in jail or Be fined a maximum 
of $1,000, or both.
Becky Shay 
of the Kaimin
A body found yesterday morning 
near the Kim William’s Trail as been 
identified as David M. McLendon of 
Missoula.
McLendon died “immediately” from 
“severe head injuries” sustained from 
a fall from cliffs on Mount Sentinel 
above the Kim William’s Trail, Capt. 
Jerry Crego of the Missoula County 
Sheriff’s Department explained.
McLendon’s body was spotted by 
residents of the Riverside Health 
Care Center, said Lt. Ed Brannin of 
the Missoula County Sheriff’s 
Department. Brannin said the resi-
V  Family housing resident 
released, another sentenced 
in court appearances
Becky Shay 
of the Kaimin
In separate incidents last week, 
Campus Security officers arrested 
two men from family housing on 
charges of partner abuse.
Brian Lockhead was arrested 
about 11 p.m. Wednesday night on 
charges of violating a temporary 
restraining order. The protective 
order was served to Lockhead about 6 
p.m., Wednesday, according to officer 
Roger Baeth.
Lockhead was removed from the 
home, but later returned and took a
Death caused by fall 
from Mount Sentinel 
cliffs, official says
dents saw McLendon’s blue coat on 
Mount Sentinel, got out binoculars to 
take a better look, then called 911. 
The call was routed to Campus 
Security about 11:10 a.m.
His time of death is estimated 
between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m., Crego 
said.
McLendon’s body was found an 
estimated 100 yards behind UM’s 
maintenance facility, on Mount 
Sentinel, ju st above the Kim 
William’s Trail, Crego said.
car belonging to the woman who had 
the order served.
Officer Joe Bailey found the car at 
the Bel Aire Motel on East Broadway, 
where Lockhead was arrested.
Lockhead pleaded not guilty in 
Missoula Municipal Court Monday. 
Judge Donald Louden released 
Lockhead on his own recognizance, a 
court spokeswoman said. He will 
have a jury trial in Louden’s court in 
six to eight weeks. Lockhead, 36, is a 
sophomore in English.
Corwin Iyua, 23, pleaded guilty to 
misdemeanor assault and partner 
assault Monday in Missoula 
Municipal Court. Judge Donald 
Louden sentenced Iyua to one year in 
jail with all but four days suspended 
on the conditions that he have no fur­
ther offenses, no contact with the vic­
tim, stay three blocks from the vie-
It is undetermined whether 
McLendon took his own life or died by 
accident, Crego said.
Crego added that the area 
McLendon fell from was covered in 
slippery moss and grass. It is unclear 
how far McLendon fell, Brannin said, 
although if he fell from the top of the 
bluff, the fall could have been as 
much as 60 feet.
McLendon enjoyed walking and 
hiking and it was not unusual for him 
to be in the area, Crego explained.
McLendon, 43, was self-employed 
in investments, according to Crego. 
He would have turned 44 on 
Thanksgiving.
Two UM students charged w ith partner abuse
The University of MontanaKT  "TJ" W* q q
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tim, drink no alcohol, participate in 
25 hours of counselling and pay a 
$270 fine.
According to Sgt. Dick Thurman of 
Campus Security, Iyua and partner 
had an altercation and he left family 
housing. Iyua later returned and got 
into a second argument with the 
woman while two of her friends wait­
ed outside. Hearing her call for help, 
the pair entered the house and Iyua 
hit them, which brought about the 
assault charge.
Iyua’s partner and a second woman 
were taken to Student Health 
Services, where they were treated 
and released, Thurman said.
Because Missoula County Jail was 
full Thursday night, officer Steve 
Tompkins drove Iyua to Hamilton, 
where he spent the night in Ravalli 
County Jail.
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Opinion
Voter turnout results 
important to students
The implications of last week’s city election have been 
both anticipated and criticized in the media since before 
the first ballot was dropped. Months before the actual 
election, students were encouraged to get out the vote 
and then scolded for having the audacity to think they 
should be allowed to cast ballots. Open Space became the 
hot topic on campus, the culprit of a rift within the 
ASUM Senate, the subject of the editorial pages of both 
the Missoulian and the Kaimin and the focus of a gaggle 
of news stories and feature articles.
Differences in the fundamental interpretation of the
election results have also exposed 
a division in the Kaimin Editorial 
Kaimin Board. Last week’s editorial
addressed the issue of an appar- 
edltorial ent low voter turnout in the on- 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  campus precinct but did little to
discuss the success of the election 
campaign in general. The Editorial Board stands behind 
the paper’s devotion to educating its readers on the Open 
Space Bond, the city election and its message to get stu­
dent voters to go to the polls, regardless of which box stu­
dents decided check.
We would like to laud the efforts of groups such as 
Save Open Space, MontPIRG, Students for Open Space, 
Five Valley Land Trust, the Student Political Action 
Committee, and numerous other organizations on and 
off-campus. You were successful in registering voters, get­
ting them to the polls and making the Open Space Bond 
the subject of everyday conversation both on-campus and 
in the community. Even students who didn’t  venture to 
polling places on that snowy day couldn’t  say they didn’t 
know about the bond issue.
As many readers pointed out in their letters to the edi­
tor, students don’t normally care enough to vote in city 
elections. According to Jim Lopach, a UM professor of 
political science, the 18- to 21-year-old voters are least 
likely to go to the polls. UM voters, in Precinct 52 and in 
every other precinct, defied the pathetic turnout of the 
past and brought the voting percentages almost up to 
speed. The turnout in the city was a little better than 35 
percent.
Considering the interpretive comments brought to the 
attention of the Editorial Board by advocates of Open 
Space, this number appears even more deflated for a 
number of reasons. Many of the voters registered in the 
campus precinct are leftover from the 1992 presidential 
election when we were pondering Bush vs. Clinton, not 
yes vs. no on Open Space. A large number of these voters 
have since defected to other precincts within the city of 
Missoula, cities in the state and places beyond the Big 
Sky. Student voters that did hit the polls expressed a 95 
percent approval rating of the Open Space Bond.
The rest of the comments by readers are humbly recog­
nized and combine to suggest 22 percent is an incredible 
turnout for many reasons. However in a more general sense, 
it is an unfortunate political reality to call a turnout of only 
one-fourth of the registered voters a great representation of 
the population. It is even more embarrassing when we mea­
sure the number of people who actually vote and compare it 
to those who are eligible.
However, every single individual who voted in the elec­
tion deserves to be recognized for their participation and 
contribution to the preservation of the Missoula commu­
nity. Congratulations.
L o r ie  H u ts o n
Montana Kaimin
The Montana Kaimin, in its 98th 
year, is published by the students 
of The University of Montana, 
Missoula. The UM School of 
Journalism uses the Montana 
Kaimin for practice courses but 
assumes no control over policy or 
content.
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LETTERS POLICY: Letters should be 
no more than 300 words, typed and 
double-spaced. Writers are limited to 
two letters per month. Letters should 
be mailed, or preferably brought, to 
the Kaimin office in room 206 of the 
Journalism Building with a valid ID 
for verification. E-mail may be sent 
to editorOselway.umt.edu Letters 
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case of E-mail), valid mailing 
address, telephone number and stu­
dent’s year and major, if applicable. 
All letters are subject to editing for 
clarity and brevity. Longer pieces 
may be submitted as guest columns.
Sick and dangerous? Well take it!
My all time favorite game 
when I was a kid was “Jarts.” 
You remember Jarts don’t you? 
One player has a pair of red 
winged spikes, and the other 
has a set of blue ones. You hurl 
them through the air and tiy to 
land them in the hoops at each 
end of the playing field. Or you 
can throw them at squirrels, it 
doesn’t matter.
It became my favorite game 
the hour after my mom confis­
cated my set (I later fished 
them out of the trash) and told 
me I could never play again 
because she heard a story about 
a kid who was accidentally 
killed by a gigantic flying dart. 
That just made me want to play 
more. Ahh, the thrill of danger.
My friends and I would begin 
each game reciting an oath of 
bravery, “Now gentlemen, some 
of you might not be coming 
back alive, so throw well and 
stay a good distance away from 
Billy at all times...” and then off 
to the playing field.
It was on that playing field, 
13 years ago, screaming with 
glee when a jart flew danger­
ously close to clocking someone, 
that I realized there is some­
thing sickly wrong with the 
human perception of consumer
Column by 
Matt
Venendaal
goods. If something carries a 
bad reputation for one reason or 
another, we’re all for it. A soft 
drink made with some mystery 
ingredients that allegedly caus­
es violent hyperactivity? Bring 
it on! We’ll guzzle it down!
When rumors began to circu­
late that there was going to be a 
new cops and robbers TV show 
that would feature dirty words 
never before uttered on TV, and 
even flash a little skin (bare 
butts mostly) people watched. I 
figured the censor board had 
been bought off, but NYPD 
Blue became one of the most 
popular shows of our time.
When Calvin Klein was 
given the once-over by the FBI 
for running provocative ads on 
the backs of city buses glamor­
izing minors posing in ways 
they’re not supposed to know 
how to yet, he sold jeans like a 
madman.
Recently, a new Disney
movie came out, directed by 
convicted child molester Victor 
Salva. The company’s execu­
tives flushed red right down to 
their Mickey Mouse sus­
penders, but nonetheless, the 
movie has done well at the box 
office. Who would go see this 
movie and support this man’s 
livelihood? Why, people who 
want to see what type of movie 
a child molester would make. 
Decent but curious folk like you 
and I.
It’s almost Christmas time, 
and that reminds me of the 
greatest case of consumers- 
gone-wrong ever: the Cabbage 
Patch Doll craze. Mothers were 
killing each other, battling 
through four-day-long lines to 
capture one of those babies for 
their babies.lt was disgusting, 
and I hope the people who man­
ufactured those stupid dolls 
don’t  have any mass brain­
washings planned for this holi­
day season.
But if the people who were 
responsible for the Cabbage 
Patch craze are the same folks 
who made Jarts, I’d just like 
them to know that I wouldn’t 
mind seeing a brand new set 
under my Christmas tree this 
year.
Letters to the Editor
Student voters 
earn a 
smiley face
Editor,
Td like to respond to last 
Thursday’s Kaimin Editorial 
entitled “Open Space Bond 
passed despite UM slackers.” I 
believe the writer, Gennifre 
Hartman, misinterpreted the 
significance of the student vote 
in helping pass the Open Space 
bond, which is understandable 
considering the confusing nature 
of the election procedures.
Hartman was correct in 
asserting that only 22 percent of 
those registered on campus 
actually voted in the Nov. 7 elec­
tion. But she failed to recognize 
that there are many people reg­
istered in the on-campus 
precinct who no longer lived 
there — and probably don’t live
in Missoula.
The election rolls, you see, 
are cleared every four years - 
soon after presidential elections. 
If somebody doesn’t vote in the 
presidential election, their regis­
tration is voided. Thus, someone 
who registered on campus then 
voted in the 1992 presidential 
election could still be registered 
in the on-campus precinct. So 
could anyone who has regis­
tered with an off-campus 
address since 1992.
In preparation for the elec­
tion, I helped to pore through 
the rolls of those registered on 
campus in hopes of finding their 
current phone numbers in case 
they had moved but remained 
in the area, Td say less than 25 
percent of those registered on 
campus actually live in the 
dorms, and another 20 percent 
or so live elsewhere in Missoula.
That
means that 
over half of 
those regis­
tered on cam­
pus don’t eve^H  
live in Missoula (which would 
be an overestimate), then the 22 
percent figure suggests that 44 
percent of Missoula residents 
who are registered on campus 
voted TViesday.
That figure is, of course, bet­
ter than the 35 percent who 
turned out citywide for the elec­
tion — and is anything but 
“pathetic” as Hartman termed 
the student turnout. So congrat­
ulations students, you, as much 
as anyone, helped to put the 
smile on the face of Mount 
Jumbo. Rick Stem
Students for Open Space 
graduate student, 
Environmental Studies
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More letters to the Editor-
Election editorial 
misleading
Editor,
We are writing in response to 
last Thursday’s Kaimin
Editorial by Gennifre Hartman, 
in which she proclaims UM stu­
dent voters “slackers.” 
Unfortunately, Ms. Hartman’s 
essay is based on a flawed inter­
pretation of election statistics.
E V E R Y D A Y  D ISC O U N TS!
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THE COURT HOUSE MoouEimi am Hcaim club
U of M Membership Special
m-$37 —  Per Month
(No registration fee with valid UM student I.i
Membership allows you access to the entire facility which includes:
* All court sports (racquetball, handball, squash, wallyball, basketball)
* All weight rooms (free weights, machines, cardiovascular equipment)
* All fitness classes (aerobic dance, step, slide, body conditioning, yoga)
* Swimming pool and spa facilities (whirlpools, steam rooms, saunas)
* Certified fitness trainers (free consultation)
* Pro shop, massage therapy, tanning beds
721-3940 or stop by 3821 Stephens Ave. 
(corner o f SW Higgins and Stephens)
Hours: 5:30am - 11pm Mondaj^Friday 
7:30am - 10:00pm Weekends
It’s nice to 
walk 
with 
your 
head in 
the clouds...
just watch where you step
7 he reoovation of the UC Bookstore is almost coipplete! We are now 
puttingjhe final touches 
on the store so that 
everything will be 
perfect for the Grand 
Opening. Can’t find 
something you need? 
Feel free to ask someone 
- we’ll help you find it.
The Grand Opening for 
the NEW  UC Bookstore
is just around the comer. 
Join us December 2-9 for 
fpt' a one-of-a-kind 
Grand Opening with 
great prizes and lots of 
fun.
Because we are still 
putting on the final 
touches, things may still 
be a little unorganized. 
So...while in The
Bookstore, please watch 
your step.
UKE NO OTHER STORE IN MONTANA
U C
U N I V E R S I T Y  C E N T E R
We’ll take you through the num­
bers.
First off, congratulations to 
all of the UM students who did 
go out to the polls on Thursday 
to voice their opinion on an issue 
that concerns our community 
and surrounding. It appears 
that students may have indeed 
been the deciding factor con­
cerning open space. Let’s first 
dispel the low voter turnout 
myth and then turn to student 
impact on the Open Space Bond 
issue.
According to the Residence 
Life Office, nearly 2,000 stu­
dents live on campus, which 
encompasses all of Precinct 52 
(married student housing falls 
in a different precinct.) In 
Thursday’s election, 230 stu­
dents voted out of the registered 
1034, a 22 percent turnout. 
Hartman called the student 
voter turnout “pathetic,” and 
Precinct 52 voters “slackers.” 
But in reality, many of these 
“registered voters” are no longer
Ep iN G
TtDOM
A.R. Gurney’s funny and 
wonderfully touching comedy
N ov em ber 1 4  - 2 1
8:00 PM. Nightly
2:00 EM. Matinee * Saturday, November 18 
Masquer Theatre * PAR/TV Center 
University of Montana campus
Tickets available at Rockin Rudy’s, 
Worden's Market and the PAFVTV box 
office or call 243-4581 for reservations
in the voting pool, as the elec­
tions office hasn’t  purged its 
rolls since the 1992 presidential 
election. The extremely high 
turnover on campus works to 
artificially depress Precinct 52 
turnout percentages. The 
remote 3rd floor polling location 
and inane UC policies against 
posting directions to the location 
must be seen as at least partial­
ly attributable for any remain­
ing turnout deficit.
Similarly, the contention that 
“no one will be able to claim the 
UM students tipped the scales” 
simply isn’t  borne out by the 
facts. The on-campus precinct, 
comprised of mostly underclass­
men, is a poor measure of stu­
dent participation. According to 
the survey conducted by 
MontPIRG only 10.4 percent of 
the total students vote comes 
from on campus. Hence, the 214 
voters in Precinct 52 translates 
to a total student vote of 2,214, 
well in excess of 1,624 that 
made the difference on the Open 
Space Bond. Incidentally, this 
same survey predicted a 94.1 
percent on-campus Open 
Space approval rating — we 
saw 93.9 percent last Tuesday. 
While we too would have liked 
to have seen more on campus 
votes, Tuesday’s  turnout rep­
resents a significant increase 
over previous showings, a 
trend which should be 
applauded not blasted. In light 
of such gains, accusations of 
“apathy” have no place — 
especially coming from the 
editorial board of our own 
campus paper.
We salute all the individu­
als who contributed to the 
Open Space effort. Also, a sin­
cere thank you to the broad 
and diverse coalition of cam­
pus groups involved in student 
registration and get-out-the- 
vote. These include Earth 
Awareness/Students for Open 
Space, American Association
What's Happening This Week In 
Career Services
Interviews (LODGE 148):
Tuesday, November 14 - K m art Pharmacy 
Thursday, November 16 - McLaughlin, Piven, Vogel Securities Inc. 
Friday, November 17 - M ountain West Xerographies
Thurs., Nov. 16 - CAREERS AND MAJORS 
3:30pm - 4:30pm LODGE 148 
Ask An Alum 101: W riting An Effective Business Letter 
Wed., Nov. 15 ,3pm Thurs., N ov.16,12 pm
BUS 310 UC M ontana Rooms
ASTHMATICS!!!!!!!
The Allergy and Asthma Center for Western Montana 
is seeking asthmatics who are,
• 12 years or older 
•And currently using an inhaler 
To participate in an investigation drug study. There is 
no cost to you, and qualified participants may receive 
up to $500 for their help. If you would like more 
information please call 721-1838 
and ask about the LT study
Flu? Muscle/Joint Aches Fever/Feverishness 
Headache
Men & Women • Age 18 + • 2 brief visits
FREE MEDICAL EVALUATION and FREE RESEARCH 
TREATMENT will be provided for individuals who qualify.
of University x  
Women,
Student
Political \ ’
Action,
Environmental 
Action
Community, and 
Students for the New Party. It’s 
been a pleasure working with 
you — way to go UM!
C hris N ew bo ld  
Patrick J u d g e  
M ontP IR G  D irector  
M ontP IR G  B oard
Don’t believe 
the hype
Editor,
In reference to your lead arti­
cle Oct 12,1995, by Matt 
Ochsner. In the first sentence, 
Mr. Ochsner repeats what was 
no doubt suggested by Jim Tbdd, 
namely “UM students and tax­
payers won’t  have to shell out 
the $790,000 it cost the univer­
sity to buy back 83 acres at Fort 
Missoula....and etc.” Clearly the 
University sold its view to Mr. 
Ochsner. Although the original 
price of $450,000 certainly came 
from Divot and goes back to 
them, the remainder from the 
account to fund vacations and 
sick leave did not just appear 
from Mars. Either it originated 
from the state taxpayers and 
student fees, or it was donated 
to the foundation by people will­
ing to support the university, 
and it is unlikely any group 
named above wished to line the 
developers pockets. Can you 
doubt anyway that vacations 
will be taken, and paid for, or 
that sick leave will disappear?
Kaimin reporters do not need 
to swallow University bullshit 
without examination, unless of 
course they all plan to work for 
life for the Missoulian, which 
specializes in unexamined 
reporting.
B ill  W arden
S O S
F A I R
NOV. 18 -19
Fieldhouse 
Bring items to sell, Sat. 9-5 
' \%$kis, Boots, Poles, 
v Clothing, Etc.
T&Buy— Sunday 10-3 
Charge $2
Pick up unsold items Sun. 5-6 oniyl
Receive $125 
for a 3 day 
research study
Call Northwest Clinical Trials Coordinators at: (406) 721-5024 
101 E. Broadway, Suite 610 • Missoula, MT 59802______
Paris $369*
Frankfurt $369*
Amsterdam $375*
Madrid $375*
Milan $389*
Prague $399*
Athens $439*
Council Travel 
1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)
Dr. Kathleen Basket! has been awarded a grant to evaluate a research medication 
for influenza and influenza-like symptoms.
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Poverello serves community in fight to end hunger
E rin  J u n tu n e n  
of the Kaimin
lb  understand hunger is to 
see it and hear the unfortunate 
stories stemming from simple 
twists of fate that lead to trying 
times for people who frequent 
the Poverello Center almost 
daily, said volunteers Sunday.
A child sat alone with 
small bread crumbs hang­
ing from the comers of her 
mouth. She looked about 
curiously with a large muf­
fin in her hand as two 
large, burly-looking men 
in army fatigues opened 
the door and strode in.
Almost in a grunt, they 
requested food trays and 
scuffled to a table. Their 
mouths gaped hungrily as 
they scooped food into 
their mouths.
Others chatted peace­
fully appearing content.
Smiles crossed the faces of 
small children who ate for 
maybe the first and only 
time that day.
These are human 
beings, said volunteer 
Vaughn Taylor, just like 
you and me. “It just takes 
just one small twist of fate 
for anyone to be in this 
position,” he said.
The Poverello Center 
feeds 100-150 people a day, 
supervisor Ellen Morton 
said. According to the cen­
ter, 16,000 meals were pro­
vided in 1994 and about 
40 percent of those meals 
to people under 18 years of age. 
T h e  c e n te r  re l ie s  heavily  on 
community support and volun­
teers to feed these people and
keep the center alive. Poverello, 
founded in 1974, helps feed, 
house and work toward long­
term solutions for the hungry. It 
provides assistance to help 
advance people by offering edu­
cational opportunities and spiri­
tual guidance.
Taylor said he received help 
from Poverello nearly 12 years
HUNGER AWARENESS WEEK:
CANNED FOOD COLLECTIONS: 
Wednesday, Lady Griz basketball game, 
7:30 p.m.
Clark Fork River behind the 
Budget Motel Riverside on 
Broadway. Taylor set animal 
traps in hidden places on the 
island to scare people away and 
toted a gun for protection.
Taylor was said to have buried 
treasures on his island and for 
years after he had left Missoula, 
police found homeless people 
digging on the island 
in search of hidden 
treasures. Now 26 
years old, Taylor said 
his life is back together 
and aims to give some­
thing back to the cen­
ter.MEAL PLAN DONATIONS: 
On-campus students can donate $3-$10 
from their weekly meal plan by signing up 
through RA’s or on the first three days of 
the week at tables in the Lodge.
OFF-CAMPUS DONATIONS:
Donations will be accepted in the UC, 10 
a.m.-2 p.m., Monday-Friday. Freddie’s, Food 
for Thought, and 2nd Thought will donate a 
portion of profits from the week.
HUNGER EDUCATION:
Video presentation and basic information 
on display at the UC. A photo display of 
hunger in Missoula will available for com­
ments. Listen to KUFM for special pro­
gramming.
HUNGER BANQUET:
Wednesday, 5:30 p.m., Wesley House, 
1327 Arthur Ave. Campus Ministries will 
host a banquet open to the public represent­
ing world hunger. Fifteen percent of partici­
pants will receive a full course dinner, 25 
percent receive rice and weak soup, 60 per­
cent receive only rice and water.
ago when he ran away from his 
hometown of Norwalk, Calif. He 
slept in a sleeping bag on a 
small, barren island on the
The dire straights 
Taylor and others face 
and have faced all 
attest to the need to 
alleviate hunger in 
Missoula. Hunger 
Awareness Week aims 
to do that.
The event, hosted by 
UM campus ministries, 
will be held through 
Saturday, Nov. 18. 
Campus ministries aim 
to raise student aware­
ness of hunger and stu­
dents are encouraged 
to participate in events 
throughout the week.
Hunger Awareness 
Week proceeds will 
benefit the Poverello 
Center, the Missoula 
Food Band and Oxfam 
America, an organiza­
tion that addresses' 
long-term hunger ~ 
issues on a national 
and international lev^l. /
For more information about 
the project, call 728-3655 or 
549-7821.
Memorial Thursday for UM professor
J a so n  K ozlesk i 
of the Kaimin
C. R. Jeppesen, physics 
professor emeritus, died of 
natural causes Saturday, 
Nov. 4. A memorial service 
will be held at 10 a.m. 
Thursday at the Montana 
Rooms in the University 
Center.
Known as “Jep” by his 
friends and “Rulon” by fami­
ly, Jeppesen worked at UM 
for 30 years. He chaired the
physics department for 15 
years and served 20 years as 
chairman of UM’s Budget and 
Policy Committee. He was 
also the first chairman of the . 
University and Academic 
Senate where he was active 
in representing the faculty. 
Jeppesen retired in 1970.
Colleagues referred to him 
as a highly respected faculty 
member that added a great 
deal of strength to the 
physics department.
Jeppesen also taught at
----------------: Ann Williamson/Kaimin
G A R Y O. M AYFIELD  o f  M issoula transfers the fried, chicken for  „ 
M onday n ig h t’s d inner a t the Poverello Center where he serves as the 
honorary kitchen supervisor.
Johns Hopkins University in 
Baltimore and the University 
of British Columbia. During 
World War II he was invited 
to join the Manhattan Project 
in New Mexico, when scien­
tists were developing the 
hydrogen bomb, but declined 
because he said he thought it 
was unethical to terminate 
his contract with UM.
Phil Wright and Marc 
Jacobsen, personal friends of 
Jeppesen, will give speeches 
at the service.
Concerning U
Advising and Advanced 
Registration for Spring 
Semester 1996.
Hunger Awareness 
Donation—Signups in Dorms 
and Dining Halls
Baptist Campus 
Ministry—8 p.m., 205 
University Hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous— 
Cornerstones Group, 12:10 
p.m., University Center 
Conference Room.
1995 Plum Creek Lecture 
Series—“Can’t See the Forest 
for the Trees: A Native 
American’s Perspective,” by F. 
Henry Lickers, Mohawk 
Council of Akwesasne, 
Cornwall, Ontario, Canada, 4 
p.m., Social Science Building 
Room 356.
Young PeoplesTYoung at 
Heart Group—7 p.m., The 
Lifeboat, 532 University Ave.
Outdoor 
Lee ture/Film 
Series—Banff 
Festival of Mountain Films- 
1995 Award Winners, 7 p.m., 
Urey Lecture Hall. Tickets or 
sale at all Tic-It-E-Z outlets and 
the Trail Head. Cost is $7.50 in 
advance, $9.50 at the door.
Dram a/D ance—“The 
Dining Room,” by A.R. Gurney , 
8 p.m., through Nov. 21, 
Masquer Theater. Performing 
Arts and Radio/Tblevision 
Center. $8/general admission, 
$7/students and senior citizens.
Opera Workshop—8 p.m., 
Music Recital hall. $3/General 
and $l/students.
Free Lecture—Roe v.
Wade: Past and Future,” Sarah 
Weddington, will speak at 3 
p.m. in room 204 of the law 
school with a book signing and 
reception to follow at 4 p.m.
1 9 9 5  A W A R D  W I N N E R S  
Tuesday, November 14 • 7 p.m. 
Underground Lecture Hall,
U of M Cam pus 
Co-sponsored by:
$7.50 advance, $9.50 at the door
Purchase tickets at all Tic-lt-E-Z outlets or The Trail Head
PIPESTONE MOUNTAINEERING INC, j
Featuring
MOONSTONE
In your quest for the right sleeping bag, 
let extreme good sense be your guide.
[New Abruzzi Ridge
Liberty Ridge
Ultima
Maxima
Minima
Optima
“System bags that extend 
the temperture range. ”
Optima 3 season 
Accepts A.C. tilers to add up to 25 
degree of warmth. Stuff sac included.
Maxima-Iigktest synthetic 4 season bag!
The first to offer technical synthetic bags.
“Only A t Pipestone Mountaineering”
Hammond Arcade,
101S. Higgins, Missoula, MT .59801 
(406) 721-1670
829 S. Montana St 
Butte, MT 59701 
(406) 782-4994
1 4 B an ff  
festiva l cf  
M euntain film s
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magnum Opus fairy Tale
Jo sh  G renz 
for the Kaimin
Once upon a time, in a far­away land, there lived a young homo sapien named Mystal. Mystal's home lay somewhere north of McDonald’s and south of K 
Mart in the land of Nowhere. It was a 
very beautiful land and a very peace­
ful time. Mystal’s parents called it the 
seventies and eighties. Mystal’s fami­
ly lived in the middle of Nowhere, in 
the most beautiful valley of all. It was 
the valley called Altopia. Mystal's 
house was near Sparkling Lake, 
where the joy birds lived and sang.
Ma and Pa looked after Mystal, Bro 
and Sis. They were always happy.
In the morning, Ma would cook 
breakfast and wake her kids.
“Rise and shine,” she would say.
“It’s another beautiful day!”
Ma liked to sing with the joy birds 
and dance in the yard while she hung 
the laundry out to dry. Pa liked to 
whistle and daydream as he worked 
in the wood shop beside the house. 
Mystal, Bro and Sis liked to run and 
play in the warm sun. They would all 
smile and laugh.
In the evening, Pa would tell a 
bedtime story.
“So, they learned a valuable les­
son,” he would say, “and lived happily 
ever after!”
As time went on, and the nineties 
began, Mystal took notice of some 
things. There was a glowing, swirling 
maze in the sky that peeked over the 
horizon into Mystal’s world of Altopia. 
It had always been there, but Mystal 
never cared to ask about it.
Walking through town one day, 
Mystal began to watch the grayed, 
frowning faces and tired, slouching 
bodies that returned from Altopia 
from beyond the mountains, where 
the sky swirled. One of the burned 
out vessels, with deep sunken eyes 
and sagging skin, climbed out of an 
old car and stumbled into the town 
tavern. Mystal stopped and leaned 
against the brick wall, near the win­
dow. The voices from inside were loud 
and the speech was slurred and 
meshed with crazy laughter.
“Well, look what the cat dragged 
in,” a shrill, giddy voice lashed. “If it 
isn’t old Namby-Pamby!” The voice 
laughed wickedly.
“You don’t  know the half of it,” a 
deep, growling voice replied. “I just 
ran into Chicken Little and he told 
me the sky is falling.”
“Ya, it’s a fucking jungle out there!” 
said the shrill voice.
Mystal hurried home, scared and 
confused. Mystal had never thought, 
much of anything outside of Altopia, 
before.
The next day, Ma woke up her 
kids.
“Rise and shine,” she said. “Today 
is the day.”
“What is today?” Mystal was full of 
anxious questions. “Why does the 
horizon swirl and flash? Is the sky 
going to fall? What is the jungle? 
What is it like? Why do people look 
sick when they come back? Why do
they go?”
“Mystal,” said Pa, speaking calmly, 
as if he were beginning a story. 
“Today you turn eighteen. That is 
when young people leave their homes 
and families and venture out into 
Tacoland. Tacoland is the jungle — 
‘the real world,’ some people call it. It 
is not real. It is made up of billions 
and billions of imaginations bouncing 
off each other through time and 
space, sparkling and reacting. It is 
technology. It is convenience. It is 
advancing and growing all the time.
It is not nice. It can be a living night­
mare. The confusion can be over­
whelming to the body and mind. It 
can infect you and make your mind 
gray and sick. But, people must go 
because that is the way it always has 
been and always will be.”
Mystal was very frightened.
“I don’t  believe you! I’m not going! 
I’m staying here forever!” Mystal 
wailed.
“You must go,” Ma and Pa said 
together with empty words, as they 
stared blankly. “That is the way life
“No!” Mystal cried and ran. All of 
Altopia took on a haunting new form. 
Everything Mystal had grown up 
with and been comforted by became 
foreign and menacing. The whole sky 
flashed and swirled. The lake was 
dark. The joy birds screamed, then 
fell silent and dead. Mystal ran all 
the way to the other end of Altopia.
I’ll go see Uncle Sue, thought 
Mystal. He will know what to do. He 
has been beyond the mountains — to 
Tacoland!
Uncle Sue was sitting on his porch 
watching the swirling, flashing sky. 
He was rocking slowly in his rocking
chair when Mystal ran up to the soli­
darity wood house a t the edge of the 
field.
Even before Mystal could say a 
word, he spoke.
“It is just another phenomenon, 
yes, like lemming to the sea ...”
Uncle Sue had been permanently 
infected by Tacoland, but now he 
spoke more abstract and twisted than 
ever before. He looked straight 
through Mystal and addressed some­
thing far off that he could not see.
“Oh, yes, I remember, April show­
ers bring May flowers. Dead leaves on
the ground signal autumn’s coming. 
Plastic beer cups and empty bottles in 
the gutters of Tacoland tell of the 
return of the mighty tide of young­
sters. It all comes as part of nature’s 
cycle that cannot be stopped.”
“They say that a tour through col­
lege and a life in Tacoland is the only 
way to survive in today’s modem 
world, but Ed didn’t  believe it. No, Ed 
got a 12-pack of Schmidt’s, hopped 
into his Dodge power wagon, and 
headed straight off to the hills!”
Uncle Sue fell silent and stared at 
the hypnotizing rhythmic pulses of 
the sky. Mystal’s eyes saw the line of 
cars and trucks driving bumper-to- 
bumper on the highway. Their back 
seats and beds were stuffed and piled 
with the belongings of the blank-faced 
youths behind the wheels. Mystal 
walked trance-like to Uncle Sue’s old 
pickup. Mystal drove 50 miles staring 
at the next truck’s tailgate before 
Mystal was struck with the realiza­
tion of what was happening. Mystal 
was on the way to Tacoland.
Mystal’s body adjusted mindlessly 
to Tacolife at a college in Tacoland. 
Mystal’s mind stayed well hidden
from Mystal for a year while it 
observed Tacolife and Tacoland from 
the shadows. When Mystal’s body 
turned 19, Mystal’s mind decided that 
it had figured out Tacolife well 
enough to reintroduce itself. Mystal 
was immensely grateful to be whole 
again. Mystal’s mind told Mystal 
what happened.
“Altopia no longer exists,” Mystal’s 
mind said. “All of Nowhere has been 
swallowed by Tacoland. We are now 
composed of two different worlds. You, 
our body, now lives in Tacolife. That is 
necessary for survival in Tacoland. I, 
our mind, am all there is left of 
Altopia. I have learned to imitate 
Tacolife. That is necessary, so we can 
remain together.” They were sad for 
their loss, but they were grateful for 
each other’s company.
Mystal’s mind had figured out 
Uncle Sue’s riddle-like babbling.
“He was saying,” said Mystal’s 
mind, “that far too many youths just 
grab a 12-pack of Schmidt’s, hop into 
their rusty old Ranger or shiny new 
Pathfinder, and follow the crowd off 
to Tacoland without questioning what 
they are following. Nobody heads for 
the hills. Nobody breaks away. 
Instead, they lose or discard their 
minds in Tacoland, because they don’t 
know what is going on.”
“You and me — we were much like 
that, but somehow different. Like all 
too many newcomers, over the course 
of your first year in the ‘real world’ 
you drank more Schmidt’s and vari­
ous other cheap beers than you could 
beat down with a good 6-iron. You felt 
no purpose. You were powerless to 
resist. You were swallowed whole by 
the swirling and confusing net of 
imagination of Tacoland. But, you 
lived to tell the tale. On top of living, 
you also learned ... or maybe I just 
remembered.”
“I remembered that we are able to 
do darn near anything we please. I 
remembered that the classroom is not 
a necessity — it is an accessory. Just 
following the crowd through school 
will bum  a hole in our pocket and our 
soul. The reality in life exists outside 
the classroom, and in opposition to 
Tacoland, in simply living life. Often 
newcomers don’t  believe their minds, 
so they ignore them, or tos? them in 
the gutter with beer bottles. They 
don’t  do or try their own things 
because of fear of ridicule by promi­
nent Tacolanders. They let those 
souls convince them to follow the 
highways to Nowhere. They all lock 
themselves behind walls that don’t 
exist — walls of vile and corrupt 
imagination. Our life is ours, but if 
we don’t experiment now in the mal­
leable days of youth, and learn how to 
make something out of it, we will for 
all our days be somebody else’s pawn. 
So, we’ve got to get out and try some­
thing new, and if that doesn’t  work, 
we’ll try something else — because 
change is constant!”
“Maybe well even find somebody 
else like us to travel with,” said 
Mystal.
“I hope we are so lucky,” said 
Mystal’s mind.
Happily ever after???
Happiness is a state of mind, and 
there never is an end.
Ann Williamson/Kaimin
O N  T H E  W AY to a Tacolife in  Tacoland
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Thom as M ullen
of the Kaimin____________________ _
The Grizzlies ended their hunt for the Big Sky 
Conference title Saturday, even if the weapons they 
used on the Eagles created some overkill.
Montana (8-2, 5-1 Big Sky) used a whole lot of 
everything in a 63-7 poaching of Eastern 
Washington, clinching the Big Sky crown as well as- 
the automatic Division I-AA playoff berth that 
comes with it.
A casing of some of the ammunition the Grizzlies 
scattered around the mud in Woodward Stadium:
• A 35-point second quarter that put the Grizzlies 
up 49-0 at halftime. UM racked up 407 yards of total 
offense in the first half alone.
• A turf-camouflaged Dave Dickenson was 21 of 
27, ambushing the Eagles for 318 yards and three 
touchdowns in just over one half of action.
• Four Grizzly interceptions, with Griz free safety 
Blaine McElmurry returning the first one 35 yards 
for a touchdown.
• A defense that prevented the Eagles from cross­
ing mid-field until EWU receiver Antwan Miller 
pulled down a 25-yard floater with 2:47 left in the 
third quarter. The Eagles would be in Montana ter­
ritory just one more time, leading to their only score 
of the game — a 15-yard fourth-down pass to Miller 
with 3:39 left in the game.
Even the Grizzlies’ misfires managed to drop 
Eagles. Up 42-0, Montana set up to attempt a 32- 
yard field goal with just seconds left in the first half. 
Instead, holder Larry Tofanelli had trouble placing 
the low snap and was forced to run with the ball. 
Fifteen yards and a few cuts later he was in the end 
zone with another Grizzly touchdown.
Montana began using non-starters in the first 
half, with many of the reserves providing anything 
but brakes for UM. Safeties Josh Remington and 
Ryan Palma and linebacker Mike Kowalski all had
Sp®rts
Grizzlies unload on Eagles fo r Big Sky Conference crow n
■*> Bruce Ely/Kaimm
JU N IO R  W IDE receiver Joe Douglass scores the G rizzlies’ second touchdown, a  9-yard pass from  Dave Dickenson 
early in  the firs t quarter.
interceptions, while freshman Brian Gales ran for a 
team-high 60 yards. Linebacker Greg Fitzgerald had 
seven tackles, including two for losses..
Meanwhile, EWU made themselves easy targets 
with play that was just as sloppy as their stadium’s 
semi-turf. After 72 straight passing attempts with­
out being picked off, quarterback Harry Leons threw 
all four EWU interceptions against UM, including
two in a row in the first half. He finished 6 of 16 for 
29 yards before being replaced by Josh Lies in the 
fourth quarter. The Eagles averaged 3.8 yards per 
carry and their defense, well, allowed 63 points.
The win produced the second-highest point total 
ever for Montana, with their single-game record 
standing safely a t the 133 points UM scored against 
present-day Carroll College in 1920.
Grizzlies flaunt offensive skills to Simon Fra s e r
A nna M aria D ella Costa 
of the Kaimin
The Simon Fraser 
Clansmen are used to win­
ning games and winning 
them by sizable margins.
What’s more is the 
Clansmen have a 6-foot-9 
center in Peter Guarasci, who 
averages 20 points a game.
Therefore, the stage was 
set for a close offensive show­
down with the Montana 
Grizzlies on Saturday night 
in Dahlberg Arena. The game 
marked the official start of 
the Grizzlies 1995-96 basket­
ball season.
However, the offensive 
showdown didn’t last long 
as Montana’s second-half 
defense stymied the NAIA 
school from Burnaby,
British Columbia, and 
went on to an 83-57 Grizzly
Guarasci scored 19 
points against the 
Grizzlies, but UM’s defense 
held him to only seven 
points in the second half, 
which helped the Griz pull 
away from a 41-33 halftime 
lead. UM head coach 
Blaine Taylor said the 
defense in the second half 
was the key to the game.
“We did a lot of things 
right. We took good care of 
the ball-and made some big 
plays on offense. But the 
key segment was when the 
defense gelled and we were 
able to pull away,” Taylor
said.
“It was like the defense got 
its own personality and took 
control of the game, that 
helped the team-close the 
door on any comeback by 
Simon Fraser,” he continued.
Montana (1-0) turned the 
ball over nine times, and just 
twice in the second half.
All five Grizzly starters 
reached double figures.
Senior forward Shawn 
Samuelson had 16 points 
while center Nate Covill had 
13 points and a team-high 
seven rebounds. Shane 
Belnap had 10 points and
had 14 assists on the night. 
Brandon Dade and Chris 
Spoja also had 10 points 
apiece.
Samuelson, Belnap and 
Kirk Walker each hit two 
three-pointers in the game. 
Walker saw his first action 
since a bruised shoulder has 
kept him out of the line-up.
Overall, Spoja was pleased 
with Montana’s play.
“We were happy with the 
victory. We played together 
well and had few turnovers. 
Considering it was our first 
game and we have a lot of 
new faces on our team, we
meshed together and played 
a good game,” Spoja said.
The Griz now have a 
break, and don’t play again 
until Nov. 24, when they host 
Missouri-Kansas City. UM 
and its coach hope they can 
do soma fine tuning.
“I always said that this 
team has good depth. Now, 
during this break all the 
players need to polish their 
skills and attack their weak­
nesses. They need to learn 
the different combinations of 
line-ups, because once the 
games start, there is no rest 
for the weary,” Taylor said.
OTHER
GRIZZLY NO TES..
UM’s basketball 
team has signed prep 
star Jim Roban to a 
National Letter of 
Intent. Roban is a 6- 
foot-5-inch forward 
from Bishop Gorman 
High School in Las 
Vegas, Nevada. He 
was all-division and 
all-conference last 
season and averaged 
13 points, eight 
rebounds and five 
assists a game. He 
shot 85 percent from 
the free throw line 
and 62 percent from 
three-point range.
Roban’s father is 
Mike Roban. Mike 
played quarterback 
for the Grizzlies from 
1976-1978.
Weekend
SmmsI
Review
•UM ’s men’s and 
women’s cross country 
team s both captured 
sixth place in  the Big 
Sky Conference champi­
onships in  S alt Lake 
City last weekend.
•M ontana’s top fin­
isher on the men’s side 
was senior Jason 
McLellan, who came in 
a t 32:10.4, placing 21st. 
Senior Donovan 
Shanahan, recovering 
from a sprained ankle, 
was 33rd in a tim e of 
33:06.2
•O n the women’s 
side, junior Julie 
Peterson was UM’s top 
finisher. She finished 
the 5-kilometer course 
in 18:26.2, a 20th place 
finish.
•The men’s team  title 
w ent to N orthern 
Arizona, while M ontana 
S ta te ’s women took 
the ir second consecutive 
Big Sky title.G R IZZLY  FORWARD Chris Spoja drives against a S im on Fraser defender in 
Sa turday  n igh t’s game.
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INGA SW ANSO N, one o f  three U M  seniors, s lam s the ball aga inst the  Idaho  Vandal 
blockers in  Sa tu rd a y ’s  m atch.
Lady Griz lose three games
▼Defeats end hope for 
post-season action
N ikki Ju d o v sk y  
Kaimin Sports Editor
Montana’s volleyball season ended 
early for the first time since 1982.
Falling to Idaho Saturday night in 
three games, the Lady Griz will not - 
advance to the Big Sky tournament, 
where only the top four teams in the 
conference play. This breaks a streak 
of 13 consecutive seasons in which 
Montana has participated in the tour­
nament.
Montana finished the 1995 season 
in fifth place in the Big Sky and posted 
an even 13-13 record.
Following the game, Idaho head 
coach Tom Hilbert said Montana 
deserved to be in the post season tour­
nament, but that inconsistency cost 
the Lady Griz this year.
“It’s sad that the streak ended,” 
Hilbert said, “but there’s no question 
they’re (Montana) one of the four best 
teams when they’re on.”
Despite the down season, Hilbert 
said he doesn’t  doubt that Montana 
will be back on top next year.
“I think Dick’s an excellent coach 
and he has a ton of talented players 
coming back,” Hilbert said. “He’ll have 
them ready to go.”
If there’s a bright spot for the Lady 
Griz, it’s that Idaho is changing confer­
ences and will compete in the Big West 
Conference next year, making any pos­
sible match-ups meaningless in the Big 
Sky race.
“I ju st hope he (Sczott) will be gra­
cious enough to play us next year,” 
Hilbert said.
kiosk
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
Classified section. We urge all readers to 
use their best judgement and investigate 
fully any offers o f  em ploym ent, 
investment or related topics before paying 
out any money.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Deep-green Fossil watch with brown 
wristband. Lost by library or by the UC on 
Wednesday, Nov. 8. Call 728-4212.
Found: Contact case with one contact, 
found in HS parking lot on 11/8. Claim at
Found: Keys in Journalism 212 on Nov. 8. 
Pick up at Kaimin office.
Found: Kryptonite bike key on Daly Ave. 
near Food for Thought. Call Melissa, 549- 
0693.
PERSONALS
Weekend CABIN Rentals. 721-1880. 
S25-S30.
Hurting? Angry? Sad? Depressed? There 
is a way out. Post abortion  support 
available by women who have been there 
and survived. A study based on the 
teachings of Christ. Call Lisa anytime at 
721-4901.
WANTED 100 STUDENTS to lose 8-100 
lbs. New M etabolism  B reakthrough. 
Guaranteed Results. $35 cost. 1-800-200- 
38%.
ATTENTION STUDENTS! Make $75 to 
$1500 per week stuffing envelopes. Send 
long S.A.S.E. for free inform. N.H.M.N. 
4195 Chinohills Parkway #391 Chino 
Hills. CA 91709.
WANTED: Creative energetic volunteers 
for UM’s new Student Activities Board. 
Opportunities for leadership and 
organization development. For real world 
experience outside the classroom call 243- 
5774.
S O S. Fair N ov. 18-19, U o f  M 
Fieldhouse. Bring items to sell (skis, 
hoots, poles, clothing, etc.) Sat. 9-5. Buy 
Sun 10-3, door charge $2. Pick up unsold 
items Sun. 5-6 only.
Are you looking for something different? 
Check out ABOVE ALL... It’s o ff the 
beaten path! 508 E. Broadway 549-5585.
Banff Festival o f Mountain Films — 1995 
Award Winners — These films will be 
picked  in early  N ovem ber in Banff, 
Canada, then for the seventh year shown 
in Missoula. Tickets go on sale Oct. 16, at 
all T icket-EZ ou tlets and at the Trail 
Head. $7.50 in advance, $9.50 at the door. 
7 p .m ., T uesday , N ov. 14, Urey 
Underground Lecture Hall.
CONDOMS...250,000 times cheaper than 
the average child!!!
Planning  a caree r w ork ing  for the 
environment? Want valuable leadership 
sk ills?  W ant to learn  how to make a 
difference?
If you answered yes to any of the above 
questions then you should apply to take 
the Environmental Organizing Semester, 
spring sem ester 1996. Learn by doing 
w hile  you get 12 sem ester hours o f 
academic credit. The program includes 
both the  p rac tice  and study o f 
environmental organizing. Enrollment is 
limited to 25 students. Group projects,
speakers and case  s tud ies are  the  
backbone o f  the c lass . For more 
information contact: C.B. Pearson at 243- 
6185, or stop by M-8 in Rankin Hall for 
an a pp lica tion . D eadline to turn in 
applications is Nov. 17,1995.
O V EREATERS ANONYM OUS: 
W ednesdays, 12:10-1 p.m ., M ontana 
Rooms, University Center.
W HO CAN YOU TELL W HEN YOU 
CAN’T  TELL YOUR BEST FRIEND? 
Call SARS — safe, confidential, 24 hours 
a day. Sexual Assault Recovery Services, 
243-6559. Drop-in hours weekdays 10-5.
Leadership through Dr. Seuss: come to the 
Student Activities Lounge Wed., Nov. 15 
at 4 p.m. Enhance your leadership skills 
creatively! Everyone welcome!.
‘Weather or Not’
Show the true meaning of Thanksgiving 
— help elderly  and disab led  persons 
winterize their homes Nov. 16 or 18. Only 
takes 4 hours one day. Call Volunteer 
Action Services 243-4442.
CONDOMS are equally effective both 
day and night! HIV Aw areness Week. 
Nov. 13-17.
H ealing the  Pain  of Violence! Come 
express your feelings on physical and 
sexual violence by painting on one of your 
old t-shirts. Jeanette Rankin Hall Room 
204.6:30-9:30 p.m. tonight.
WANTED 100 STUDENTS to lose 8-100 
lbs. New M etabolism  B reakthrough. 
Guaranteed Results. $35 cost 1-800-200- 
3896.(11-14-13)
SERVICES
Professional Sewing and Alterations, 549- 
7780.
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS ARE 
A V A IL A B L E . B IL L IO N S O F 
D O LLA RS IN GRA N TS. QU ALIFY  
IM M EDIATELY. 1-800-243-2435. (1- 
800-AID -2-H ELP). $94 fee, $1500 or 
money-back guarantee.
Interior painting! Free est. 251-2447.
Where the words “Experienced and 
“Professional” are not cliche’s. 
Complete Com puter & Associated 
Technology Service and Repair 
UC Computers 
243-4921
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes from 5%. 
Delinquent Tax, Repo’s, REO’s. Your 
Area. Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H- 
2426 for curren t lis tings. $56.90 for 
directory.
Private  lady w ill do professional 
housecleaning. References. 721-6298.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$35,000/YR. INCOME potential. Reading 
books. Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. R- 
2426 for details. $56.90 for directory.
$40,000/YR INCOME potential. Home 
typists/PC users. Toll Free (1) 800-898- 
9778 Ext. T-2426 for listings. $56.90 for 
directory.
HELP WANTED
Nanny Opportunities! Earn enough money 
to put yourself through college while 
experiencing another area of the country. 
Nannies are in great demand so call today 
for more information and a free brochure: 
1-800-574-8889.
Part-time assistant in private group home 
for semi-independent developmentally 
d isab led  m en, fo r room  and board. 
References required, call 542-2411.
DISASTER ALERT! We need your help! 
Have you ever been helped or involved 
with disaster relief provided by the Red 
Cross? U of M’s advertising team needs 
your story! There is a chance you could be 
on a national commercial. Call 243-2727 
or stop by Corbin 248 before Dec. 15.
KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed in the Kaimin 
business office. Journalism 206. They must be made in person.
RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff Off Campus 
$.80 per 5-word line/day $.90 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. They can be 
three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in the Kaimin 
business office. Journalism 206.
Securities Brokers. McLaughlin, Piven, 
Vogel Securities Inc. is currently hiring 
quality individuals to train to become 
securities brokers in our Missoula office. 
The quality individuals who meet our 
stringent hiring requirements will have the 
opportunity to make $100,000-1- after 36 
months. Applicants must have a college 
degree, be ambitious and goal-oriented. 
Sign up for an interview in The U of M 
Career Services office.
C hristm as Season E m ploym ent 
Opportunity: are you available at least 30 
h rs . p e r  w eek , 8:30 a.m . to 6 p.m. 
including Sat., from Dec. 1-22? Then join 
our front-line retail team for competitive 
pay, flexible scheduling, an exciting work 
environm ent, and the opportunity  for 
regular yr. round part-time work that uses 
your brain as much as your brawn. Apply 
in person at The Shipping Depot, 2120 S. 
Reserve, Mon., Nov. 13, and Tues., Nov. 
14, 9 a.m.-noon and 2-6 p.m.
Ski in struc to rs , experienced  renta l 
technician, race coordinators. Call 258- 
6000 or 721-1789..
Looking for volunteer judges for high 
school mock United Nations debates. If 
interested stop by LA 101 or call 243- 
2632 or 721-6918 for more information.
In ternet G uru needed to  conduct 
information searches. $7 to start. E-mail 
me; gnp@bigsky.net
Winter internship at Harriman State Park, 
Island  Park, Idaho. January  through 
March. Deadline for application is Dec. 
15. Come to C ooperative Education, 
Lodge 162 for more information.
Part-time housekeeper wanted to watch 
two sweet kids (ages 5 & 10). Start supper 
and do general housekeeping in lovely U- 
area hom e c lo se  to  cam pus. Hours 
negotiable, between 10-15 hrs/wk. $7/hr. 
543-6066.
W ANTED TO RENT
Female UM Student looking for room to 
rent for Spring Semester. Preferable near 
campus with yard for dog. Alissa 543- 
3949.
MODELS NEEDED
Introduction to modeling for fun as well 
as p ro fessional experience. C lasses 
include — runway w alking, make-up 
techniques, developing a porfolio, color 
analysis, and fashion photography. Call 
P icture Perfect M odels at 728-8312. 
November class starting soon.
TYPING
RU SH  W O R D P E R F E C T , FO R M S. 
BERTA. 251-4125.
FA ST , A CCU R A T E . V erna  Brow n. 
543-3782.
Fast, Accurate, laser. Lyn 721-6268.
SAME DAY — FREE DELIVERY — 
LA SER — LO W  RA TES. 543-5658.
Sl/Pg
S & H W ord Processing 
549-7294.
Now W ord Processing (406) 826-3416.
COMPUTERS
FOR SALE: JETBOOK Laptop computer, 
486D X 266, 8megRAM , 250m egH D, 
color monitor, 3.5 1.44 meg disk drive 
and more. $l,700/obo. Deb at ext. 6311 or 
e-mail deb@ngst.umt.edu
EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS 
on technologically advanced 
hardware and software 
Go to the SOURCE 
UC COMPUTERS 
243-4921
FOR SALE
Black and flashy ‘83 Ford Escort GT. 
Excellent condition, new engine, sunroof. 
5-speed, great gas mileage. $2,500/obo. 
543-6265.
A lm ost new fu ll-size  m a ttress with 
wrought iron frame $65. Bunkbed frame 
only $15.549-7289.
AUTOMOTIVE
Top dollar paid for cars and trucks. 
Bring vehicle and title for immediate cash. 
Mark Kathrein-buyer.
Nickel Cars, 721-0092,1805 W. 
Broadway.
FINANCIAL
FAST FUNDRAISER — RAISE $500 IN 
5 DAYS — GREEK, GROUPS. CLUBS, 
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. FAST, 
EASY — NO FIN A NCIA L 
OBLIGATION. (800)862-1982 EXT. 33.
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Snowballs, drunk drivers 
and flaming pumpkins high­
lighted Campus 
Security officers’ 
weekend.
• A “confused individual,” 
was spotted roaming around 
the new Gallagher Business 
Administration Building just 
after 8 p.m. Thursday. The 
man was reportedly wearing 
black spandex pants, no shirt 
and had a hospital band 
around his wrist. Sgt. Dick 
Thurman of Campus Security 
said that the man was found 
but no more information 
about him was available.
• A blue and gray back­
pack was reported stolen 
from outside the computer 
lab in Mansfield Library 
about 6:15 p.m. Thursday.
• Officers gave an alleged 
drunk driver a ride to jail. 
Fedor Bobko, 19, was arrest­
ed just after 11 p.m., 
Thursday, on South Sixth 
Street, on a charge of driving 
under the influence.
• About 1:30 a.m.
Saturday officers were called 
to break up a snowball fight 
that was targeting the win­
dows in Elrod Hall. Officers 
spoke with the group, who 
agreed to move the party to 
the Oval, Thurman said. 
About 15 minutes later the 
group was reported having a 
snowball fight between Miller 
and Duniway halls. Officers 
then broke-up the party, 
Thurman said.
• Officers Saturday after­
noon spoke with a Jesse Hall
P o l i c e
resident who reportedly had 
a false identification. The 
person was 
B L O T T E R  warned and 
released. 
Thurman said he doesn’t 
believe any ID was confiscat­
ed.
• Flaming pumpkins were 
reported about 1:30 a.m. 
Monday on Maurice. Officers 
found kids burning pumpkins 
with gasoline, and they were 
warned and released, 
Thurman said.
• Missoula City Police 
Friday morning arrested 
Dante Edward Carlesimo for 
stealing some batteries and a 
salami from the Buttrey store 
on Broadway. Carlesimo 
pleaded guilty to misde­
meanor shoplifting Monday 
in Missoula Municipal Court. 
Judge Donald Louden fined 
him $170 and gave him a six- 
month deferred jail sentence 
on the condition he has no 
more offenses. Sgt. Rocky 
Harris said the stolen goods 
were valued at $8.40. 
Carlesimo, 19, is a freshman 
in forestry.
• In a separate incident, 
Jason Otteson was cited for 
criminal trespass with a 
vehicle just after 2 a.m. 
Friday. Otteson, 22, is a 
junior in health and human 
performance. According to 
police records, Otteson was 
cited after he was found dri­
ving a car in Caras Park. 
Otteson had not appeared in 
Municipal Court as of 
Monday.
— c o m p iled  by B ecky  S h a y
S p rin g  0>reajc
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In the UC Contact: 549-2286 
the Travel Connection
Clearance Store
700 S W Higgins/South Hills Center
N.
W.
39th
Next to Bi-Lo p
□
2 miles S. W. Higginss.
Food Bank 
Drive 
Nov. 15-22 
Bring in a can o f  
food and get $5 o ff 
any $15 purchase 
or more
Clothes for the Whole Family
GREAT QUALITY
LOW  LOW PRICES
UNIQUE STYLES
HUNDREDS O F BRAND NAMES
MONDAY-FRIDAY 10-7 
SATURDAY 10-5:30 
SUNDAY 12-5
728-0205
Rabin's legacy lives through the 'Ne t
Molly Wood
o f  th e  K a im in
In a sort of tribute to the 
age of the Internet, one Israeli 
woman’s electronic letter has 
become an international trib­
ute to her fallen leader, 
Yitzhak Rabin.
The letter, signed only 
“Yael,” has prompted Internet 
users from around the globe to 
forward it to friends and 
strangers.
One of the first to forward 
the letters, Ryan Miller, writes 
that he sent it to Oregon, 
Texas, Canada, Ireland and 
Germany, “just to give you an 
idea of the truly international 
capabilities of email.”
“Sometimes- we have to pull 
ourselves out of our little 
microcosmic worlds and take 
notice of the pain and terror 
which ensues outside of our 
havens, of brick and ivy,” 
writes one of the forwarders, 
Lauren.
One Harvard student, 
Stephen, writes that Rabin
was scheduled to speak there 
this week. “It’s just so real,” he 
says.
Yael says the letter began 
in her mind as a plea to “the 
Elven Nation,” America, for 
the strength to help save the 
dying Yitzhak Rabin moments 
after he was shot at a Nov. 4 
rally for peace in Tel Aviv.
Later, after hearing Rabin 
had died, Yael wrote the letter 
to tell her story.
She attended the peace 
rally, she writes.
“It was a happy event 
not against anything, not to 
protest or fight, but to show 
support in our government for 
its efforts in building a new 
era of peace in this wars-tom 
land.”
After the rally, as the world 
now knows, Rabin was shot by 
a right-wing Israeli Jew. Yael 
writes that she had already 
left the rally by the time of the 
shooting but heard about it on 
the radio on the way home.
“The first thing that rushed 
to my mind,” she says, “was
‘Kennedy!*”
News of the shooting spread 
quickly, Yael says, and soon 
people began to gather again 
in the square where the rally 
was held.
“Crying, hugging, singing 
softly (you wouldn’t believe 
how many songs of war and 
peace we have), shocked to our 
bones.”
She ends by speaking of the 
man himself. Yael recognizes 
Rabin’s unpopularity, but says 
he brought Israel to “a point 
some of us see as a miracle.”
“And for that,” she says, “I 
loved and admired him, even 
though I didn’t  like many of 
the things he did in his life.”
The peace process will con­
tinue, she writes, but express­
es fear that the killing will 
lead to more hatred and divi­
sion in her country.
“I keep seeing one picture,” 
she says. “In the middle of the 
square, someone used soul- 
candles (candles put on 
graves, usually) to form one 
huge word. ‘Why?’”
You can join the Guard in the job specialty of your 
choice. Work for the Guard one weekend a month 
and two weeks a summer. You can go to college full­
time and the Guard will help pay the bills.
Call: _ Kathy or Reno 728-0853 or 800-315-1137 ___
OR 1-800-621-3027
Thanks to all who participated in the 6th 
annual uc Pumpkin Decorating and costume 
Contests! Special thanks to the vario 
businesses and services in the uc for 
providing prizes to the winners!
Prizes: Costume Contest
1. Overall Outstanding John Fhyfidd, Diana Spar, 
Andrew Kreis: Two tickets to Matthew Sweet / UM 
Productions, $5 gift certificate /  Word Processing, 
Vendacard /  Campus Quick Copy, Travel Connection 
mug, Grizzly Figuring / UC Bookstore
2. Most Creative Donna Myers
Hair care products /  Shear Perfection, Deck of 
cards and mug / Travel Connection, $5 gift cert­
ificate /  W ord Processing, Vendacard \ Quick Copy
3. Grooviest Group Karen Bass and M ary Carroll 
Pizza / D’Angelo’s, $20 punch card /  UC Game Room, 
cards, mug, visor / Travel Connection
4. Best Effort Kristin, Carol, Kay, Ally son, John
from the UC Post Office /  Ticket Office: Stuffed Animal / 
UC Bookstore, Redken Pen /  Shear Perfection,
UNIVERSITY
D E M I T E D  The university t C H  I  E l l  of Montana
Prizes: Pumpkin Decorating
1. Best Overall Rob Bourriague, Carolyn Deppe 
Two tickets to Joshua Redman /  UM Productions
2. Most Creative Use of Materials Cherie Bears,
K aren Rnff: Carnival Cruise t-shirts / Travel Connection
3. Clever Idea Jay  Bradley
Crossword puzzle calendar /  UC Bookstore, pen /
Shear Perfection
4. Honorable Mention Dawn Billings 
Griz water bottle / UC Bookstore
All Participants received: 
Bonus Beverage coupon /
UC Miarket, Big Drink cup /  
Dining Services, $5 Gift 
Certificate / Word Processing, 
Pens / Travel Connection
Halloween pranks continue, 
cops ready for winter crime
GI Bill - $190.00 Per Month up to $6,840 
$14,000 Salary (based on your first 
enlistment term)
Other Benefits May Be Available
M O N TA N A[
M
I National Guard
The Guard’s Got ’Em
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